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    Generate a complete surface model of  a 3D object from 
point cloud data using a surface-growing method  

 
 
 
 
 
 
    
            Photograph                  point cloud data                fitted surface 
 
http://www.farfieldtechnology.com/casestudies/eros/   
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 Point cloud data 
 Noise filtering,  
     Smoothing, merging, etc 
 Curve-net-based method  
     polygon-based method 
 Several smooth regions  
     divided by Segmentation 
 Modify fitting surface 
 3D Surface model 



    Partitioning a point cloud into meaningful regions 
and extracting important features  

 

            Points            Regions/patches          Model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
http://www.magic.ubc.ca/artisynth/pmwiki.php?n=OPAL.MarkoMarjanovic 
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 Edge-detection method 
 Region-growing method 



 Calculating curvature of scanned lines 
including most edge points 

 Form closed boundaries of components in the 
point data 

 



 Suitable selection of seed points required 
 Determining a suitable threshold value for 

region membership criterion 
 Absorbing the neighboring pixels of seed 

points which meet this criterion and growing 
the region until including all the eligible pixels 

 Achieving regions with different criterions 
 



 Based on user criterion(pixel intensity, gray 
level range, pixels evenly spaced on grid, 
color, etc.) 

 Homogeneity/ Similarity threshold value 
 
 

    Suitable criteria can be chosen according to 
different situations!  Even multiple criteria can be 
proposed at the same time!   



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Every pixel must be in a region! No points missed! 



 Time consuming and power consuming 
 Noise or variety of intensity may result in 

holes or over-segmentation 
 Discontinuities and outliers may result in 

under-segmentation(bridges across the 
discontinuities) 



    Similarly to the region-growing segmentation 
method, let’s see how the surface-growing method 
works : 

Seed points  seed regions  

Region grows by absorbing 
points which satisfy a 
suitable threshold value  

Surface grows by absorbing 
regions avoiding straddling 
discontinuous  

Expanded until no eligible 
points detected 

Expanded until no eligible 
regions available 



Algorithm Flow Chart 
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http://www.newdimchina.com/expertise/reverse_engineering.html 
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 Color shading 
 



 Transparent body 



 Tremendous computing 



 Acquiring point cloud data from 2D images 
 Avoiding the under-segmentation and 

achieve a model more closer to the real 
model using a small point cloud data 

 Maintaining the performances of existing 
region-growing segmentation 
 



 Implying this method into large point cloud 
data, finally the real 3D model 

 Trying to reduce the computational 
complexity in the data processing procedure 
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The End  
 

Thank you! 


